
Welcome! 
 Thanks for requesting Lucky’s 2021 Freebie from Reboo  t to Joy          

   ______________________________________________________________   

 Your Stress Epidemic Breakthrough Release 

Including  The De- Stress- Stress Eating- Joy Recovery Formula        

            by Lucky Joy Wells

   Are YOU a Stress Fugitive?

     Stress. It shows up in our eating, in anger and relationships, on the road or with the family. It can 
show up in abuse, addiction, over- medicating and surely in our health.
  
 You may wonder what stress, eating and joy have to do with each other. 
    Or you may already know all too well that stress and eating share the same bed. Stress eating 
beckons us when we don’t feel good. It can even call us when we think things are going well.

 Often, we’re stressed but don’t even know it. Nevertheless, prolonged stress holds great dangers to our
the health of our bodies whether we’re aware of it or not.  

   Stress is epidemic.  Linked to over 80% of our health problems, it can be deadly. 
         In some way its behind every type of excess and addiction.

The Stress Eating/ Vice Go- Round
     The cause of many vices and most all overeating and overweight is stress. The endless go- round of 
remedies, tips, tricks, diets, etc., never did it. Nothing seemed to satisfy. Fulfillment, better weight and 
health remained elusive as long as the grip of stress prevailed.
    Most people think joy comes AFTER the battle with the excess is over, whether its with weight or 
something even meaner.  But for too many, that day never comes.  
   

http://zlucky.com/EatJoy-Reboot
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Has Stress Eating got you Kidnapped? 

The Kidnappers Don’t Know… and some Don’t Want You To Know--
  
      It’s Not Your Fault!
   In this age of stress, vice is common. Our brains are trained to go to stress as naturally as the thirsty 
run to water. Vice what we find in seeking for an outlet. 
  
      It’s Not Your Fault!
   In this age of stress, vice is common. Our brains are trained to go to stress as naturally as the thirsty 
run to water. When stressed we seek relief. Too often, we find it in our vices.
   As for the Big Food- Diet – Eat More Industries-- they make the food as addictive as can be 
possible. But when all the focus, diet advice, etc., is points toward you as culprit, they win!
  It keeps you out of their business. And disgusted. 
 
Don’t you just love the diet advice …
 “Quit before you feel full, stuffed, or sick from eating.”-- If we could quit, we would! 
 “Skip breakfast if you’re not hungry,” “Fast for a day or half- day every week.” 
What to do? “Eat only salads, drink plenty of water, only eat in the kitchen or at the table,” etc. 
  “Cut back on sugar and junk-- but have it if you really need it,” etc.-- and the million ways to do it. 
  If these worked, who would need to be told? 
  
    All this stuff keeps you in the problem-- working hard, juggling, finagling and fixing YOU!.

  No wonder we give up on the Diet- Weight- Loss- Regain  Rebound – Go – Round!
      How many cycles can we take on that elusive wheel ?
   _______________________________________________

Stress has us Kidnapped us when...
   When we believe we’re wrong or defective…
   Especially when so much food is engineered to defeat us in escaping its grip-- we may need help.     
   When we’re fully dependent on our own willpower to change...
    We could be in deep trouble!

  What if our will power really isn’t all that?
  What if all that endless struggle only serves to drain and defeat?
 Brain studies seem to point that way. They tell us that the problem isn’t with our will-- its in the stress, 
hidden and overt. When it comes to our excesses, stress is usually at their root.



  
  
The cause of many vices and most all overeating and overweight is stress.

Guess What? 
     You could be having fun instead of all that!

  What if--
   … rather than controlling your own inner beast, you could invite it out to lunch and to its happiness 
instead?
    
  What if-- you could put your focus on just one simple thing-- the de-stress--
         and that could be what sets you free from vice?

What if you kept your thoughts on ->
     The #1 de-stress remedy-- creating joy, and that would free you? 
  Guess what – you can! Instead of fighting off the beast of vice,
 You could be having fun – the fun of happiness.
  __________________________________________

Stress Relief can be Happy and Fun!-- and heal your vices!

          

The Happy- De- Stress Discovery 
    After years of studying dysfunction, some scientists got hip. They began to study happiness. 
Evolving studies merged with other studies done on stress. Stress relief methods, they found, were 
similar to those used to create happiness. By pursuing happiness, subjects were relieving stress and by 
de- stressing, happiness appeared
     But there was more good news ahead. The same subjects using happiness- de- stressing methods not
only got healthier, but began to lose their vices. Guess what? Truly happy people (inside and out) don’t 
need vices. They don’t want them. Bypassing them, pretty much, is as easy as the next breath.

  Spread the News! 

     Happiness lowers stress, stress eating AND all vices! 

What if YOU could keep focused on one simple thing-- your happiness--
      and that would lift you out of cravings that once plagued you--

 What would you say to throwing out the diet- angst- distress mentality?
                       the discouragement, guilt and shame---
           And seeking Happiness instead?



What if--
  You could keep a healthy weight and life, free of the fight, free of blame, remorse and shame?
   And do it all in happy, fun mini- breaks of just 3-5 easy minutes throughout your day.
  
  -- You Can!

  You can live permanently free of stress and the fight, free of blame, remorse and shame--
  with the aid of the Joy 10X methods and fun, easy mini- breaks just a few times a day.*

  
   Relief is in sight-- Don’t tear your hair out quite yet!

   Emotion, Excess and Stress Eating 
   The connection between stress and emotion is clear.  
   Our stress increases anger, injustice and fear. 
   When we take time to nurture our emotions, our stress
    is reduced.

 
     The connection between stress eating and our emotions are clear to most overeaters and is seen in 
the usual diet advice. For example, de- stress tips like these are given out freely to weight watchers. 

 Tips, Tricks & Advice for Weight Watchers often include...
Take a time out.
Pay some kind words or compliments to yourself or someone else. Think good thougs. 
Write down 10 things you’re grateful for and share them.
 Call a friend for support.
 Relax-- Take a warm bath or shower.
 Listen to music or a relaxation CD.
 Get Outdoors! 
 Move.  Take a walk.
 OR— Have Fun!
   
    Notice how all this is stuff that creates happiness--
   In other words--
 
      Be Happy and you won’t crave the excesses!
 
    The problem with “tips” & such is that they aren’t really effective at re- training your brain in a 
substantial and long- lasting way--  they can’t help you create a more secure, ongoing, lasting state of 
inner peace and content. 



Tips n Tricks vs. True Transformation
    As for this kind of thing-- tips, tricks, etc. -- the effects won’t last long. Because they don’t go deep 
and aren’t used enough to do the job,  they can’t really rewire your brain. The steps of neuroscience are 
made to facilitate that rewiring. They’re long lasting, effectively transforming the way you naturally 
meet stress long term, reducing chronic stress and anxiety.  
  Neuroscience brain re- training methods help you “Reboot to Joy”--

  When you’re calmer & happier,
     you de- stress, reduce stress eating and can actually re- wire your brain to clear most any vice! 
   
 If you think you’ve tried everything to end your stress or overeating-- 
but haven’t tried neuroscience brain re- training methods, you may want to take a look.  It’s evidence- 
based. Many studies have found it more effective and long lasting than other methods. You can try a bit
of it out in the next pages. For now, here’s more information. 

        _______________________________________________

Reboot to Joy Neuroscience 

   F.A.Q. – Frequently asked Questions

   What is Neuroscience Brain Health?   

     These methods are a brain-based approach to personal and
healthcare using tools relating to the emotional brain to move
through stress into greater well- being. It helps to clear away
blockages of mind and emotion that trigger distress. The brain
becomes more resilient. As we use the tools we find it most
compelling, easier and more natural to make vibrant, healthy
choices that keep us happy, joyous and well.

About the Tools 
     The process uses simple tools that can be linked to your
computer or phone. The user is guided through a variable set
of questions that bring them into synchronicity with the
emotional brain. When that happens, relaxation can ensue. In
this uplifted, happy state, effectiveness, functionality and
productivity is enhanced on every level.
. The tools work in two ways-- First, they reduce momentary
stresses. Second, they weaken the cause of the distress (that
is, the stress circuit). Thus that circuit becomes less active and
less easily and strongly triggered, while more-resilient wiring
becomes dominant.
 



How it Works
     Brain re- training reduces the power of the circuitry that triggers unstoppable drives, causing us to 
make unhealthy lifestyle choices. The circuitry of the brain that began and perpetuates the over-
drugging, overeating, etc., is weakened and gradually erased. The goal is not just external change but 
rather undoing the wiring that causes the condition. Instead of forcing a change, the new re-wiring 
begins creating a new, more comfortable experience of not wanting or needing the drug, extra food or 
external solution. The new patterns created cll us to healthy living and well-being.

    
 Why is the Goal to Raise the Set Point?
   Our brain becomes habituated to its own particular level of stress. The stress set point is that level the
brain unconsciously and consistently returns to again and again. By using neuroscience re- wiring tools 
over time, the mind becomes magnetized and gradually moves to more adaptive and constructive 
levels. The new circuitry overtakes the old, establishing a new set point, moving us through distress to 
resiliency and joy. Operating from the higher level, we find ourselves genuinely repelled from the 
unhealthy, drawn into healthy lifestyle actions without thinking. We react naturally in ways that 
preserve the equilibrium of body and mind and are powerfully pulled to a state of overall health and 
well-being. More and more, we become more our healthy, happy, vibrant self.
    The stress set point is the flip side of our happiness set point. As we lower our stress set point, our 
happiness is upraised. Stress, stress eating and other negative lifestyle behaviors are reduced. When 
we're happy from the inside, truly happy, excesses fall away. Using the tools consistently uplifts our 
happiness to new and higher levels.

Why Neuroscience and Support are Essential       
     Without retraining the emotional brain circuits driving our misaligned brain circuits and behavior, it 
is highly resistant to change. That’s because under the stress of “fight or flight” the brain goes “offline”.
Thinking becomes faulty, fuzzy or non -existent. Thus, external support including simple- to- follow 
methods are paramount in order to deactivate the mal- adaptive wiring and activate a new, effective 
natural response. Personal coaching, peer support and therapy are most helpful to facilitate the proper 
use of the tools, release us from the grip of stress and transform distress to joy.  

Why it Matters
  These methods help us take charge of our lives. No other method has such effective, clear and easy 
tools for controlling our stress circuits. It offers a better approach to self-care that addresses causes 
directly, rather than analyzing or circumventing them. The underlying cause of the body- mind 
disruption is an overactive stress circuit. When we switch off the root cause-- the stress circuit with our 
tools, we find freedom. 

Reboot to Joy Neuroscience and Other Methods

Do the Reboot to Joy Neuroscience Tools fit in with other methods?
     Reboot to Joy Neuroscience tools are fundamental self-care. Yet the use of these tools is relatively 
recent, in the last 10 -20 years, as is the science. The tools fit in well with other methods and can be 
used together most of them.



Lifestyle Change Methods--   Research shows that three behaviors more than any others are 
responsible for half of our risk of major diseases, including heart disease, cancer and diabetes. The 
three predictive behaviors are sleep, exercise, and eating. So of course we’re all trying to control our 
lifestyles. Most methods for change produce only changes in the short-term without addressing the root
cause of the issue-- the mis- wired brain. Without changing the circuit that drives faulty thinking and 
behavior, the problem persists.

 Medication-- Medications can be vital in treatment but may prescriping as well as using the,  can be 
relied on more than necessary. In addition, they may create unwanted “side” effects and cannot rewire 
stress circuits as neuroscience can. Using the tools can help create increased well- being in body and 
mind, thus improving the effectiveness of drugs and treatment, possibly even decreasing any excessive 
dependence on it for stress-related health problems.

Cognitive & Behavior Therapy-- CBT and related therapies are geared to help change thoughts in 
order to change emotions and behaviors. Short-term, CBT has been so effective as to have been the 
therapy of choice in recent years. Yet emotional and behavioral problems have grown exponentially. In 
times of high stress, we are disconnected from the thinking brain, rendering cognitive techniques 
ineffective. Neuroscience tools help reduce such stress in real-time, making the use of cognitive 
techniques more effective.

Mindfulness, Prayer, Spiritual and Contemplative Practices-- Reboot to Joy methods incorporate 
mindfulness and spirituality into its tools as applicable for each individual who wishes. However, 
neuroscience makes effective emotional processing its top priority, for that has the biggest impact on 
the biological processes influencing our behavior. It is this process that gives us the quickest, most 
reliable way to actually switch off stress and activate well-being.

 Counseling & Psychotherapy-- One- to -one counsel and support can be highly effective and/or 
necessary for mental health treatment. While initial steps in recovery may include psychotherapy, when
the root cause of such problems is the brain in habitual stress overload, neuroscience tools hold a key . 
They use the individual's own increasingly-resilient brain to heal itself. The benefits of using these 
approaches in conjunction is clear, and that’s why so many health professionals refer their patients to 
both methods.

12-Step Programs--  The top self-help recovery method for addictions the world over are the 12-Step 
Programs. Adding neuroscience to an individuals’ program gives them a more complete set of tools, 
reducing stresses of recovery. Addictive circuits encoded during problematic episodes or trauma may 
persist indefinitely. However, the use of neuroscience tools help assure that such circuits are not 
reactivated without recourse. In the end, the circuits can be re- wired and permanently erased. The tools
help reduce stresses quickly in real-time to avoid relapse. Additionally, in raising the brain's set point, 
the risk of reinstating the addictive circuits is reduced. Thus, adding these tools to any addiction 
program helps reduce both short and long term recidivism.

Reboot to Joy Neuroscience and Health, Overeating & Stress Eating Programs-- Many programs 
around eating target weight- loss, which too often doesn't last long. Participants using the brain science 
re- wiring tools were found to have lasting benefits in reducing anxiety, depression, obesity, diabetes. 
Stress overload is the underlying cause of  these and up to 90 percent of 



other health problems. They've been hard to treat because the underlying physiological stress causing 
them is not treated effectively. Neuroscience methods help people take charge of their stress through 
the brain "re- wire " process. These methods provide tools and support for optimal resilience to triggers
of snxiety, stress and stress eating. A big key to stress eating adressed by the process is in re- wiring the
brain circuits that are connected to your eating hot- buttons that trigger the dysfunctional eating. In our 
high-stress world, this is the stress solution that can re-wire stress overload and related destructive or 
undesired responses.

       ________________________________________________________   

Here’s a taste of the Neurocience tool used in Reboot to Joy’s Emotional Re-wiring Reset that helps to 
relieve stress and stress eating as well as boost joy.
 
TRY IT OUT-- Your Joy- Reboot- Re-wire “Mini- Demo” is here--
 
     
 

   

The 10- Second Technique for Stress Relief* for moderate stress.    
  
Your Easy De- Stress--

Begin by Relaxing…

Take a deep breath  –  

Take a minute to relax and orient your body in a comfortable, softly erect posture.

View yourself with kindness, as you would a dear, dear friend.

Open to the flow of your feelings, starting with…

I feel angry that.. (Name your in- the- moment irritation)

I’m sad that…

I feel afraid that…

I feel guilty that (even a little bit guilty)

Now take a deep breath, relax and continue.



5. I feel grateful that...

6. I’m happy that...

7. I feel secure that...

8. I feel proud that...

Rather than over- thinking, let the answers bubble up from inside you, from your gut or your heart-- 
this is your feeling as it is in- the- moment.

  To add to your let- go---

Relax and Let yourself feel compassion for you.

Let your feeling expand to a heartfelt compassion for you & those around you--

and for the world… Relax into a feeling of peace on the inside of you.

    ____________________________________________________________________

    So there you have it -- I do hope you’ll try it more than once.-- even make it a part of your daily 
routine. If you’re not using the other tools in this method, I would suggested to use it at 
least once a day for de- stress, serenity and the peace you can feel from the inside of you.

   * This method is for moderate stress only. More serious stress triggers will call for different tools.     
_____________________________________________________  

  
  Sooo…  How Do You Feel Right Now?
      Now you’ve had a taste of the neuroscience brain re- training method. Can you see how kind it is? 
Rather than “beating” stress down, it’s more like a fluidity, a flexible “Akido move” that helps us get 
out of the way of stress. Its all done through a process that safely and kindly re-connects us to our 
feelings, bringing us to greater joy in a fun and happy way. 

   ____________________________________________________  

Can you see how this method is simple as saying--

    Stop, Look and Listen to what you’re feeling. That alone helps everything!
 When you do this, your emotions have a chance to cool out, and they usually do.
 The problem is, most of us don’t know how to do that. Or do it well. We need help to learn the “how- 
to” of it. Often we need support to face feelings that can feel scary or hard. The great news is that 
neuroscience has all these paths marked out for us. And surprise! They’re simple, easy and pretty much
fun. 

Still stressed? You’re likely in high stress….
    If you’re using neuroscience methods, that can be a good thing! 
  If you’re more stressed, you need the next level de- stress tool. It’s a bit more complicated and is the 
one that does so much more than just relieving for the moment – it holds the real key to the rewire 
process.



 Deeper Stress calls for Deeper Processes 
   With Neuroscience-- Now You’ve got a  Key to a
     Deeper Process = Deeper Longer Lasting Changes
    
   In deep stress you can get in more deeply to re- set the brain’s old programs, the ones that create your
super- stressed and other hyper- reactions.  For a bigger taste of that method, I offer mini- sessions free 
of charge when I can, by phone or online.  Get more info at the end of this e- book. 

     

Now You’ve Got a Key 
     The little emotional run- through Joy Mini above can relieve difficult feelings that need attention. 
Feelings that keep you from what you REALLY need. When your inner needs are heard and supported, 
you feel happy, comforted, satisfied. With happiness filling you, you don’t need the extra food. In fact, 
you’ll likely find that you won’t be wanting for anything that doesn’t serve your highest good and your 
joy. Joy sets us right in our minds (at long last!) and we begin striving to maintain that balanced state. 
Why? Because it feels good, that’s why! That is, until you lose yourself again....
    Sure, it happens. That’s why we need the tools to come back to anytime, or many times in a day. The 
tools lift us to comfort if not to joy--

You Can Stop Eating your Emotions
     Stuffing down feelings doesn’t make them go away-- but happiness and nurture from a kindly heart 
can beat out the need for excess. If you’ve been using eating to deal with feelings other than hunger, 
such as stress, anger, boredom, being tired or in distress, you’re not alone. 

What if--
  You could keep a healthy weight and life, free of the fight, free of blame, remorse and shame?
   And do it all in happy, fun mini- breaks of just 3-5 easy minutes throughout your day.

 What if you could throw out all your diet- angst- distress mentality?
                      the discouragement, guilt and shame---
      
      And seek your Happiness instead? You can!

  The big “Happy Cure” question is… 
       How to make increased aclmness and joy a state that you live in, rather than something passing.
 
   The tools of neuroscience are so simple and easy to use-- and as close as your phone--
    helping you re- wire the pathways of the mind that cause dysfunction and distress.



  

 

  De-Stress-- Get Happy!
     When you get the pervasive, life- changing effects of happiness and are active in allowing for as 
well as actively re-training your brain, joy becomes a permanent habit. When you’re in the relaxed, 
happy state, your brain will function at its optimum best. And that feels great! You can know that 
you’re doing the very best thing you can for your health. The truths of health and your neglect of it 
won’t stymie you. You’ll be free from the old pangs of regret, remorse and guilt. Instead, you’re 
learning to live more permanently in the brain state pathways of lower stress and more consistent joy.
                            ________________________________________________  
 
 In Closing… 
  
            If you want Inner Peace, Harmony and Self- Mastery
             If you want freedom from the Tyranny of Excess-- 
             If you want Superior Health & Life Balance
            If you want Joy, Happiness, Success and a Long Life

     Enjoy and use the Reboot to Joy Mini- De- Stress Secret--
       Try it, Use it -- 
            It will begin to transform yous stress and your life...
       You may just find yourself as calm and as cool as any Yogi on a peaceful, far- away retreat! 
                                                  

  In Closing--

    Please Share This--
   
  Let’s Reboot this world to Happiness, Kindness & Peace!



     We’ve got to get this work out there for a kinder, happier, healthier world!
          
              
        Wishing you Joy, Happiness and all the best that you can be! 
              

 
         
             Thank you for learning with me!
              
                      Lucky Joy Wells

         Learn more at Stress-Eating- Joy Reboot 
    
          For Questions, feedback and more information
                Email Lucky-- luckyjoy01  @msn.com   
       &/ OR--
           Schedule your Free    Mini-   Joy Reboot   Call   – 30 minute call with Lucky
                                                                          on Zoom or by phone
              ______________________________________________

   Next up-- Reboot to Joy formula and Playshop upcoming--
   
Introducing--   
  Lucky Joy’s Group Coaching Playshop  

 Re-Boot to Joy-- Stress Eater’s
         No-Binge Willpower- Free Happy De- Stress Formula with neuroscience  
   The Big Undoing for Stress Eaters is our feelings. We shut them down, leading us right to the food.   
Our Playshop tools help you process your emotions in clear, easy, natural steps just a few minutes a 
day. You create a new habit of healthy emotional self- care, lift your mood and stress less.  
    You get happier, and you find that your food issues have begun dropping away!
          
  Your Mission, should you choose to accept it--
    is to increase happiness and reduce stress & stress eating in 6- 8 weeks and set yourself up for a 
lifetime of growing healthier and happier!                     

https://www.zlucky.com/call.html
https://www.zlucky.com/call.html
https://www.zlucky.com/call.html
mailto:luckyjoy01@msn.com
mailto:luckyjoy01@msn.com
http://zlucky.com/Joy


            Satisfaction Guaranteed

                                 

The  Stress Eating Joy Reboot-- What’s Different 
    

  We’re different from other programs. The focus is in reducing stress and stress eating, in part by 

raising the happiness set-point in a fun and happy way. A 3 to 5 minute brain "re-wire" tool on the 

website, your computer or telephone is supplemented with knowledge and Playshop support. The 

tools guide you through a simple set of check- in and processing questions to re-connect to your 

emotional brain. When you give it what it needs in the moment, you can spiral up to joy.  In this 

uplifted, happy state, effectiveness, functionality and productivity is enhanced on every level, excesses

fade, and we feel comfort from the inside. Another big key to the process is in re- wiring the brain 

circuits that are connected to your eating hot- buttons that trigger stress eating.

    Learn more at –Stress Eating Joy Reboot

 
Got Questions? 

 Want to try out more Tools or meet    
 Consultant - Coach Lucky?

   

                   Schedule your Free Mini- Joy Reboot   Call   

                    Email Lucky--luckyjoy01@msn.com for more info.

mailto:luckyjoy01@msn.com
https://www.zlucky.com/call.html
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